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course, but not prematurely, to practise written arithmetic
involving figures which he cannot "carry in his head." Though
it is probably not true that memory is at its best at the age of
ten or eleven, it is true that the motto "fast bind, safe find" is
peculiarly applicable at that age.
As to the rest of the curriculum, the bane of most teaching
in the junior school is the habit of thinking in terms of "sub-
jects," each rigidly provided for in the document called the
time-table. Handwork and drawing will be pervading elements
of the scheme of instruction rather than definite subjects. The
subjects known to adults as history (including scripture), and
literature, and human geography, are, at this stage, all on the
story level, and can be treated as such. Nature-study and the
physical aspects of geography are one subject. Simple mathe-
matics, including geometry as well as number, wiD be taught
concretely. Singing lessons will be short and frequent. The
school week will not be rigidly broken up into from twenty to
thirty short periods, but the time-table, like that of a good
infant school, will show longer periods under more general
headings than the traditional list of subjects. A good deal of
discretion will thus be allowed to the teacher, as to the actual
methods by which the agreed syllabus is covered. It may be
added that on this scheme a young teacher, fresh from college,
need not intimate her helplessness because she happens not to
have included a certain subject in her college course. She is
there, not to teach a long list of subjects, but to open up a
variety of interests, and to foster them by the contagion of her
own interests, native and acquired. If, for example, she has not
"done" geography at college, a daily newspaper and a map of
the school district will suggest enough geography to go on
with, and if she has not "done" history, she can easily find
some well-illustrated books showing what sort of houses people
lived in, and what their daily lives were like, from one genera-
tion to another. The case of not having "done" literature is
not so likely to arise, except that young teachers sometimes

